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This book was developed to help students master the basic skills necessary to become 
competent readers. The stronger their foundation in reading basics, the faster and easier 
children will be able to advance to more challenging texts.

Mastering the skills covered within the activity pages of this book is paramount for successful 
reading comprehension. The activities at the beginning of the book aim to build and reinforce 
vocabulary, the foundation of reading comprehension. These activities lead to practice with 
more advanced comprehension skills such as categorizing and using context to understand 
words. Then, at the end of the book, students begin to practice answering comprehension 
questions about progressively longer stories. 

All children learn at their own rate; therefore, use your judgment to introduce concepts to 
children when developmentally appropriate. 

Hands-on Learning
Hands-on learning reinforces the skills covered within the activity pages and improves 
students’ potential for comprehension. One idea for a hands-on activity is to use the 
removable flash cards at the back of this book to play a game of bingo. To do this, make a 
copy of the bingo card on the next page for each student. Write the flash card words on the 
board and have students choose 24 of the words and write them in the empty spaces of their 
bingo cards in any order. When students have finished writing on their cards, gather the flash 
cards into a deck. Call out the words one at a time. Any student who has a word that you call 
out should make an X through the word on her card to cross it out. The student who crosses 
out five words in a row first (horizontally, vertically, or diagonally) wins the game by calling 
out, “Bingo!” To extend the game, you can continue playing until a student crosses out all of 
the words on his bingo card.

Comprehension Checks and Discussion
In addition to the activities in this book, you can support reading comprehension growth 
when you read stories in the classroom. After a story—or part of a story—is read, ask your 
students questions to ensure and enhance reading comprehension. The first type of question 
you might ask is a factual question. A factual question includes question words such as who, 
what, when, where, how, and why. For example, How old is the character?, Where does the 
character live?, What time was it when…?, or any other question that has a clear answer. You 
might also ask open-ended questions. These types of questions do not have a clear answer. 
They are based on opinions about the story, not on facts. For example, an open-ended 
question might be, Why do you think the character acted as he did?, How do you think the 
character felt about her actions or the actions of others?, What do you think the character will  
do next?, or What other ways could this story have ended?

Ready-to-Use Ideas and Activities
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Name Long and Short Vowels

ong a e and o
Look at the list of words below. Sort the words into three groups. Each group 
should have words with the same vowel sound.

day phone snake feet
week vote neat haste
speech toe fame stone
meet gale treat poke
case make snow teeth
stale seek bone grow

ong a ound ong e ound ong o ound

Think Ahead! ist another word for each group
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Name Long and Short Vowels

ong i u and a
Look at the list of words below. Sort the words into three groups. Each group 
should have words with the same vowel sound.

blue shade ice mine
cute late age clue
game strike glue knight
rice fright huge skate
mule tape pride rule
trade bike due page

ong i ound ong u ound ong a ound

Think Ahead! ist another word for each group
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Name Long and Short Vowels

hort a e and o
Look at the list of words below. Sort the words into three groups. Each group 
should have words with the same vowel sound.

bad hat bed hot
yell block plan wet
black floss nest flock
moth clam jog stem
lamp toss stack spell
pest stock nap leg

hort a ound hort e ound hort o ound

Think Ahead! ist another word for each group
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Name Long and Short Vowels

hort i u and a
Look at the list of words below. Sort the words into three groups. Each group 
should have words with the same vowel sound.

dust drip  map truck
quick hand rap bun
trip sack club win
quack stuff lip pass
thumb dish cab lunch
fist fact must clip

hort i ound hort u ound hort a ound

Think Ahead! ist another word for each group
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Name Long and Short Vowels

ong or hort
Look at the list of words below. Sort the words into two groups. Each group 
should have words with either short or long vowel sounds.

gate cake goat wheat
pack frog wheel sock
rug time bin true
egg own gum thumb
throat man cue peg
mist rate nest fine

ong owel ounds hort owel ounds

Think Ahead! ist another word for each group
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Name Long and Short Vowels

ong or hort
Look at the list of words below. Sort the words into two groups. Each group 
should have words with either short or long vowel sounds.

mice phone top blue
ear mat face most
nose light fog nap
pen long track feet
duck red sit cup
fuss tube paste mine

ong owel ounds hort owel ounds

Think Ahead! ist another word for each group
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Name R-Controlled Vowels

ar er and ir
Look at the words in the list below. Sort the words into three groups. Each group 
should have words with , , or .

govern barn herd park
mark first squirm danger
dart serve arm circle 
squirrel swimmer certain dirt 
bird perhaps firm hard
jar chirp herself cart

ar ound er ound ir ound

Think Ahead! rite a sentence that includes three of these words
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Name R-Controlled Vowels

ur ar and
Look at the words in the list below. Sort the words with  or  into the first two 
groups. Look at the letters of the remaining words and label a third group. Write 
the words that belong in each group.

burr artist feather return
power  part shark dancer 
hunger card center furry
turn purpose yard farm
super surprise suffer yarn
start century writer slurp

ur ound ar ound

Think Ahead! rite a sentence that includes three of these words
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Answer Key
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Name Long and Short Vowels

hort i  u  and a
ook at the list of words below. Sort the words into three groups. ach group 

should ha e words with the same owel sound.

dust drip  map truck
uick hand rap bun

trip sack club win
uack stuff lip pass

thumb dish cab lunch
fist fact must clip

hort i ound hort u ound hort a ound

Think Ahead!   ist another word for each group.

uac
hand
sac
act
map
rap
cab
pass

dust
thumb
stu
club
must
truc
bun
lunch

uic
trip
ist

drip
dish
lip
win
clip
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Name Long and Short Vowels

hort a  e  and o
ook at the list of words below. Sort the words into three groups. ach group 

should ha e words with the same owel sound.

bad hat bed hot
yell block plan wet
black floss nest flock
moth clam jog stem
lamp toss stack spell
pest stock nap leg

hort a ound hort e ound hort o ound

Think Ahead!   ist another word for each group.

moth
bloc
loss
toss
stoc

og
hot
loc

yell
pest
bed
nest
wet
stem
spell
leg

bad
blac
lamp
hat
clam
plan
stac
nap
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Name Long and Short Vowels

ong i  u  and a
ook at the list of words below. Sort the words into three groups. ach group 

should ha e words with the same owel sound.

blue shade ice mine
cute late age clue
game strike glue knight
rice fright huge skate
mule tape pride rule
trade bike due page

ong i ound ong u ound ong a ound

Think Ahead!   ist another word for each group.

game
trade
shade
late
tape
age

s ate
page

rice
stri e
right
bi e
ice

pride
mine
night

blue
cute
mule
glue
huge
due
clue
rule
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Name Long and Short Vowels

ong a  e  and o
ook at the list of words below. Sort the words into three groups. ach group 

should ha e words with the same owel sound.

day phone snake feet
week ote neat haste
speech toe fame stone
meet gale treat poke
case make snow teeth
stale seek bone grow

ong a ound ong e ound ong o ound

Think Ahead!  ist another word for each group.

day
case
stale
gale
ma e
sna e
ame

haste

wee
speech
meet
see
neat
treat
eet

teeth

phone
ote
toe
snow
bone
stone
po e
grow
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Answer Key
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Name R-Controlled Vowels

ur  ar  and 
ook at the words in the list below. Sort the words with u  or  into the first two 

groups. ook at the letters of the remaining words and label a third group. Write 
the words that belong in each group.

burr artist feather return
power  part shark dancer 
hunger card center furry
turn purpose yard farm
super surprise suffer yarn
start century writer slurp

ur ound ar ound

Think Ahead!   Write a sentence that includes three of these words.

power
hunger
super
eather
center
su er
writer
dancer

start
artist
part
card
shar
yard
arm
yarn

burr
turn

purpose
surprise
century
return
urry
slurp

er ound
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Name R-Controlled Vowels

ar  er  and ir
ook at the words in the list below. Sort the words into three groups. ach group 

should ha e words with ar  r  or r.

go ern barn herd park
mark first s uirm danger
dart ser e arm circle 
s uirrel swimmer certain dirt 
bird perhaps firm hard
jar chirp herself cart

ar ound er ound ir ound

Think Ahead!   Write a sentence that includes three of these words.

s uirrel
bird
irst

chirp
s uirm

irm
circle
dirt

go ern
ser e

swimmer
perhaps
herd

certain
hersel
danger

mar
dart
ar

barn
arm
par
hard
cart
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Name Long and Short Vowels

ong or hort
ook at the list of words below. Sort the words into two groups. ach group 

should ha e words with either short or long owel sounds.

mice phone top blue
ear mat face most
nose light fog nap
pen long track feet
duck red sit cup
fuss tube paste mine

ong owel ounds hort owel ounds

Think Ahead!   ist another word for each group.

mice
ear
nose
phone
light
tube

ace
paste
blue
most
eet

mine

pen
duc
uss
mat
long
red

top
og

trac
sit
nap
cup
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Name Long and Short Vowels

ong or hort
ook at the list of words below. Sort the words into two groups. ach group 

should ha e words with either short or long owel sounds.

gate cake goat wheat
pack frog wheel sock
rug time bin true
egg own gum thumb
throat man cue peg
mist rate nest fine

ong owel ounds hort owel ounds

Think Ahead!   ist another word for each group.

gate
throat
ca e
time
own
rate

goat
wheel
cue

wheat
true
ine

pac
rug
egg
mist
rog
man

bin
gum
nest
soc

thumb
peg




